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BOYÉ 
Pascal 

at in exchange of plants and stone With  a 

of 1,l million tons in 1996 the accent  is on 
quality. 

To the of new pests and to of 
has been set up by the of 

des et with 
of has developed detecting infectious  diseases. 

The agents of these diseases identified unknown. They  may  be  detected  by 

onto GF  305 peach in the to have a  complete in 2 to 4 
months and by the of 

to check the of a phytoplasma, tests on in 
and  in the by double 

10,000 tests at Lanxade.  Test have enabled us to a  balance 
of the infectious  diseases in stone of 

among the most ColllZnon agents. affected  25% of peach and 
10% of and spp. 

infect  30% of sweet it may induce a 10% 
it may to peach plum 

line and apple mosaic the easily  identified, 

they often  eliminated by and 

The peach latent mosaic et aZ., 

in peach the United  States and in 
without in 20% of peach the USA and in 60% of those 
Japan. induces few symptoms in the leaves but the the 5th 
6th Symptoms and damages quite to the and depend on 
the  climatic and conditions the 
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of symptoms and enhance the has not been 
species.  The hop  stunt has on and 

Japanese plum. incidence and still leaf 
a phytoplasma disease, is in and kills the 

in 4 to 5 it is with a contamination 
up to 30% in some and 5 to 10%  in in 

has set up a 

An isolate  close to the peach vein et al., 1996) infects 

Japanese plum  and is  delayed, in and decline 
10% of collected  isolates. 

a phytoplasma in 10 to 15% of 
peach 

and polyphagous. in all species.  Only 
latent common in peach up 

to 20% and by 10%. when associated with 
and latent 

and localised in is in 
it induces damages.  Tomato is unknown in 

Apple leaf spot (ACLSV) infects  all Some may 

induce mottling with in peach leaves, 
splits in  plum  and found in a few (5%) thanks to successful 

selection. 

induced by the  plum pox is in on peach and 
The in peach, may by 

30% and a  few by 5 to 10%. Selection  based on visual of the 
disease on and  on by of has 
limited the and 1994). 

diseases include: stem (NW), on 

St. Julien plum  and limited by the use of seeds. 

mottle is latent in 4 to 6% of sweet and peach 

- S., J.C., G. and (1995). latent mosaic and 
detection and with specific diseases 

affecting peach and Acta Horficulturae, 386:  515-521. 

- and J.C. des maladies de des 
le semis de GF 305 en 124: 30-35. 
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- Fruits  et  Légumes, 
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- and new phytoplasma disease on 
the peach vein Acta  Horticulttme, 386:  448-453. 
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- J.C. and (1994). d'm de dans le 
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